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Grey Noise is pleased to present the second solo exhibition titled Lupus by Michael John Whelan, curated by Eamonn 
Maxwell. 
 
Working with images, objects and mark making, Whelan investigates critical and poetic relationships within geometry, 
astronomy and nature. Themes include the commodification of the romantic, and our propensity to place socially and 
historically coded attributes onto naturally occurring subjects.  
 
For his current presentation, Whelan takes the death of the last known Irish wolf in 1786 as a departure point. 
Presenting a new body of work, Whelan uses photography, video and sculpture to explore ideas around science, history, 
memory and ecological relationships.  
 
Central to the exhibition is the premiere of the film From the Mountain which uses a non-narrative structure to address 
humanities physical affects and inherent mutability. Beginning at the base of Mount Leinster on the border between 
Counties Wexford and Carlow in Ireland, nightscapes are filmed in a minimal way indicative of Whelan’s previous video 
works. As the film develops, a further pattern is revealed between close up footage of wolves made at a nature reserve, 
Irish wolfhounds at a breeders and a deactivated surface-to-air missile base on a mountain in Germany. The film 
contains a minimal electronic score by Irish composer Brian Crosby. 
 
The photographic work The illumination of Lupus is the recording of the first performative work from Whelan. Using a 
high-powered laser, he travelled to Ireland and projected the constellation Lupus (The Wolf) into the sky directly above 
the area where it is believed the last wolf died. As this constellation only exists naturally in the southern hemisphere, its 
presence is astronomically impossible and highlights a temporary and unsustainable replacement of the lost wolf to the 
surrounding landscape. The anthropomorphic values we place on animals are positioned alongside the historical 
significance and meaning of star cartography. 
 
The exhibition features other photographic and paper works including actual physical remnants from the mountain in 
Ireland. 
 
This exhibition is kindly supported by Culture Ireland. 
 
 
 
 
About the Artist 
 
b. 1977, Dublin, Ireland / Lives and works in Berlin, Germany 
 
 
Michael John Whelan received a BA in Fine Art from IADT-DL, Dublin in 2002 and an MA in Fine Art from Chelsea 
College of Art and Design (University of the Arts London) in 2004. He was the recipient of the Clifford 
Chance/University of the Arts Sculpture Award in 2005. He has work is in a number of public and private collections 
including the University of the Arts Collection and the MLP Collection. 
 
Whelan’s works have been exhibited and screened internationally in institutions, galleries, project spaces and art fairs 
such as (selection): Art Dubai (UAE) with Grey Noise, Athr Gallery (SAU), Margaret Lawrence Gallery (AUS), LISTE 18 
(SUI) with Grey Noise, Lismore Castle Arts: St. Carthage Hall (IRL), Boetzelaer⎪Nispen Gallery (NLD), Kiasma (FIN), 
Museum Bochum (DEU), KunstFestSpiele Herrenhausen (DEU), Kunstverein Bochum (DEU), Noorderlicht Gallery 
(NLD), Kunstverein Bremerhaven (DEU), Kunstverein Dortmund (DEU), Temple Bar Gallery & Studios (IRL). 
  
He has had two books published: The sun shone on the nothing new, 44 Pages, published by Grey Noise/Lismore Castle 
Arts (2013) and Red Sky Morning, 144 Pages, published by Argobooks, Berlin (2009). 
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About the Curator 
 
Eamonn Maxwell is from Co. Antrim, Ireland. Since graduating from Camberwell College of Arts, London, Maxwell has 
been involved in many exhibitions across Europe, with leading artists including Wilhelm Sasnal, Dorothy Cross, Gerard 
Byrne, Richard Wright and Roman Signer. While he was Curator at University of the Arts London he founded the 
Emerging Artists Programme. He has worked with many international artists and advised leading collectors of 
contemporary art. Maxwell is the Director of Lismore Castle Arts and was Curator of the Ireland Pavilion at 54th Venice 
Art Biennale. 
 
 
 
 
About Culture Ireland            
 
Culture Ireland promotes Irish arts worldwide. They create and support opportunities for Irish artists and companies to 
present and promote their work at strategic international festivals and venues. Culture Ireland develops platforms to 
present outstanding Irish work to international audiences, through showcases at key global art events, including the 
Edinburgh Festivals, the Venice Biennales and special initiatives such as the Imagine Ireland initiative in the United 
States (2011) and Culture Connects, the cultural program to celebrate Ireland's Presidency of the EU (2013). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


